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PAD 705 Handout: Polynomial Distributed Lags 
 
In the Handouts section of the web site you will find the data sets (GrangerPoly.dta) I constructed 
for the example below. 
 
Polynomial distributed lags is technique used to reduce the amount of data needed to estimate a time-
series phenomenon where the number of observations available is limited and the number of significant 
lags are large. For instance, GNP and “money supply” are related, but money supply is actually a 
composite of many things – M1, M2, corporate bonds, basic savings, etc. Money supply effects are 
lagged. It takes time for money supply to affect output. Thus, you might wish to regress GNP against five 
lagged periods for M1, M2, corporate bonds, and basic savings – a total of 20 variables for money supply 
alone. You may have many other controls you wish to use – labor force (also lagged), gold supply, etc. If 
you only wish to test the relationship between GNP and money supply for the years since World War II 
(during the so-called Bretton Woods period), then you would only have 57 observations. So you would 
like to do something to reduce the number of variables used. One trick is to make an assumption about the 
way in which the effect of lagged money supply increases and decreases over time. For instance, you 
might assume that time = t has relatively little effect, times = t-1 and t-2 have large effects, and all other 
periods have much smaller effects. There is a type of equation that fits this structure: a third order 
polynomial. A third order polynomial has the form: 
 

a + bi + ci2 + di3 

 
where “i” is the number of periods away from the current period “t.” If we assume that the effects have a 
parabolic (i.e., “U” shape) we could use a second order polynomial: 
 

a + bi + ci2 
 

In both instances, I am referring to the pattern over time in the size of the coefficients on money supply 
variables. I am not referring to functional form in this case. 
 
We can use these patterns to assume a set of “weights” on the lagged independent variables that can 
reduce the number of degrees of freedom used to estimate an equation. This technique is quite general: 
you can use any equation to generate the shape of the “weights” curve. 
 
In this example, we were seeking to find the relationship between gross state product (gsp) in 1986 and 
employment and private capital. For simplicity, I have used the unlogged version of these variables. Since 
we have a great deal of data, we can directly regress on what we really wish to find – the relationship 
between gsp and five lagged periods of emp and kpri: 
 
gsp1986 = β0 + β1emp1986 + β2emp1985 + β3emp1984 + β4emp1983 + β5emp1982 + β6kpri1986 + 
β6kpri1985 + β6kpri1984 + β6kpri1983 + β6kpri1982 + εt 
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Now let’s assume that we have very few observations and that we could assume weights follow a third 
order polynomial form. So we change the regression equation to be: 
 
gsp1986 = β0 + ωe,temp1986 + ωe,t-1emp1985 + ωe,t-2emp1984 + ωe,t-3emp1983 + ωe,t-4emp1982 + 
ωk,tkpri1986 + ωk,t-1kpri1985 + ωk,t-2kpri1984 + ωk,t-3kpri1983 + ωt,k-4kpri1982 + εt 
 
Where ω is the weight (which is subscripted by type of variable and period). The weights have the general 
form: 
 

ωvar, t = a + bi + ci2 + di3 

 
So, for period zero (i=0), the weight is just a; for period t-1, the weight is a + b + c +d; the weight for 
period t-2 is a + 2b + 4c + 8d; the weight for period t-3 is a + 3b + 9c + 27d; and the weight for period t-4 
is a + 4b + 16c + 64d. 
 
Now we’ll substitute for ω: 
 
gsp1986 = β0 + (ae)emp1986 + (ae + be + ce +de)emp1985 + (ae + 2be + 4ce + 8de)emp1984 +  
(ae + 3be + 9ce + 27de)emp1983 + (ae + 4be + 16ce + 64de)emp1982 +(ak)kpri1986 +  
(ak + bk + ck +dk)kpri1985 + (ak + 2bk + 4ck + 8dk)kpri1984 + (ak + 3bk + 9ck + 27dk)kpri1983 + 
(ak + 4bk + 16ck + 64dk)kpri1982 + εt 
 
Finally, you need to collect terms so that the a, b, c, and d’s show up as coefficient. 
 
gsp1986 = β0 + (ae)(emp1986 + emp1985 + emp1984 + emp1983 + emp1982) + 
 (be)(emp1985 + 2emp1984 + 3emp1983 + 4emp1982) +  
 (ce)(emp1985 + 4emp1984 + 9emp1983 + 16emp1982) + 
 (de)(emp1985 + 8emp1984 + 27emp1983 + 64emp1982) + 
 
 (ak)(kpri1986 + kpri1985 + kpri1984 + kpri1983 + kpri1982) + 
 (bk)(kpri1985 + 2kpri1984 + 3kpri1983 + 4kpri1982) +  
 (ck)(kpri1985 + 4kpri1984 + 9kpri1983 + 16kpri1982) + 
 (dk)(kpri1985 + 8kpri1984 + 27kpri1983 + 64kpri1982) + εt 
 
Notice that now the a-d’s are shown as coefficients on transformed variables. Through a series of 
generate commands, we can create the variables in the parenthesis. 
 
Let’s take a look at the actual Stata work needed to do this estimation. 
 
First, let’s run a regression on the original equation, since we have enough observations in the 
GrangerPoly.dta data set. 
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. reg gsp1986  emp1986 emp1985 emp1984 emp1983 emp1982 kpri1986 kpri1985 kpri1984 
kpri1983 kpri1982 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      48 
-------------+------------------------------           F( 10,    37) = 1127.70 
       Model |  48.8457399    10  4.88457399           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  .160263945    37  .004331458           R-squared     =  0.9967 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.9958 
       Total |  49.0060039    47  1.04268093           Root MSE      =  .06581 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     gsp1986 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     emp1986 |  -1.015008   1.098822    -0.92   0.362    -3.241432    1.211416 
     emp1985 |    4.31014    1.81684     2.37   0.023     .6288721    7.991407 
     emp1984 |  -4.326642   2.034692    -2.13   0.040    -8.449319   -.2039649 
     emp1983 |   1.664542   1.674237     0.99   0.327    -1.727786    5.056869 
     emp1982 |   .2547591   .7170699     0.36   0.724    -1.198162    1.707681 
    kpri1986 |  -3.151345   2.603723    -1.21   0.234    -8.426988    2.124298 
    kpri1985 |   3.127089   2.545297     1.23   0.227    -2.030172    8.284351 
    kpri1984 |   9.014833   4.527828     1.99   0.054    -.1594175    18.18908 
    kpri1983 |  -13.33967   9.833711    -1.36   0.183    -33.26466    6.585323 
    kpri1982 |   4.479206   5.655875     0.79   0.433    -6.980685     15.9391 
       _cons |  -3.163172   .2139092   -14.79   0.000    -3.596593   -2.729751 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Now, let’s construct the variables and run the regression on the lagged variables to extract a-d for both 
emp and kpri. 
 
(These generate statements create the employment a-d variables) 
 
. gen emplag1 =  emp1986+ emp1985+ emp1984+ emp1983+ emp1982 
 
. gen emplag2 =  emp1985+2* emp1984+3* emp1983+4* emp1982 
 
. gen emplag3 =  emp1985+4* emp1984+9* emp1983+16* emp1982 
 
. gen emplag4 =  emp1985+8* emp1984+27* emp1982+64* emp1983 
 
 
(These generate statements create the private capital a-d varirables) 
 
. gen kprilag1 =  kpri1986+ kpri1985+ kpri1984+ kpri1983+ kpri1982 
 
. gen kprilag2 = kpri1985+2* kpri1984+3* kpri1983+4* kpri1982 
 
. gen kprilag3 =  kpri1985+4* kpri1984+9* kpri1983+16* kpri1982 
 
. gen kprilag4 =  kpri1985+8* kpri1984+27* kpri1982+64* kpri1983 
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. reg gsp1986 emplag1 emplag2 emplag3 emplag4 kprilag1 kprilag2 kprilag3 kprilag4 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      48 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  8,    39) = 1286.67 
       Model |  48.8210289     8  6.10262861           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  .184975004    39  .004742949           R-squared     =  0.9962 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.9955 
       Total |  49.0060039    47  1.04268093           Root MSE      =  .06887 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     gsp1986 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     emplag1 |   .8291704   .7702095     1.08   0.288    -.7287253    2.387066 
     emplag2 |  -.9266575   1.548568    -0.60   0.553    -4.058932    2.205617 
     emplag3 |   .2696126   .3128996     0.86   0.394    -.3632865    .9025118 
     emplag4 |    -.02101   .0414603    -0.51   0.615    -.1048714    .0628514 
    kprilag1 |  -5.030078   2.029675    -2.48   0.018    -9.135482   -.9246729 
    kprilag2 |   12.49608   4.833739     2.59   0.014     2.718921    22.27324 
    kprilag3 |  -2.210228    .697953    -3.17   0.003    -3.621972   -.7984853 
    kprilag4 |  -.3335628   .2319212    -1.44   0.158    -.8026677    .1355421 
       _cons |  -3.105211   .2114741   -14.68   0.000    -3.532958   -2.677464 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Note that not all of the coefficients are statistically significant – in fact, all of the employment variables 
are statistically insignificant. However, an F test finds that they are jointly significant: 
 
. test  emplag1 emplag2 emplag3 emplag4 
 
 ( 1)  emplag1 = 0.0 
 ( 2)  emplag2 = 0.0 
 ( 3)  emplag3 = 0.0 
 ( 4)  emplag4 = 0.0 
 
       F(  4,    39) =   76.96 
            Prob > F =    0.0000 
 
We’ll return to this issue in a moment.  
 
The regression has only found the a-ds; what we still need is the estimated relationship (here, the weights) 
between each lagged variable and the dependent. To find this, we have to use formula for each ω (since 
that is what we have actually found using Stata). To do this, we again use Excel, pasting the estimated 
coefficients into a spreadsheet and then creating the appropriate formula in each cell to find the 
weight/relationship between the independent and dependent. 
 

 A B C D E 
1 empA 0.82917  emp1986 0.82917 
2 empB -0.92666  emp1985 0.193133 
3 empC 0.269613  emp1984 0.222382 
4 empD -0.02101  emp1983 1.042977 
5 kpriA -5.03008  emp1982 2.780978 
6 kpriB 12.49608    
7 kpriC -2.21023    
8 kpriD -0.33356  emp1986 -5.03008 
9 Cons -3.10521  emp1985 4.922211 
10    emp1984 8.452668 
11    emp1983 3.559914 
12    emp1982 -11.7574 
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The weights in column E may be directly compared to our earlier regression. The employment outcomes 
are quite different than our regular regression. 
 

Variable 
Standard 

regression 
Polynomial 

Distributed Wts. 
emp1986 -1.01501 0.82917
emp1985 4.31014 0.193133
emp1984 -4.32664 0.222382
emp1983 1.664542 1.042977
emp1982 0.254759 2.780978
   
Kpri1986 -3.15135 -5.03008
Kpri1985 3.127089 4.922211
Kpri1984 9.014833 8.452668
Kpri1983 -13.3397 3.559914
Kpri1982 4.479206 -11.7574

 
The private capital outcomes are somewhat similar (though the results for 1983 and 1982 seem to be 
reversed). Our assumed polynomial may be a better fit to private capital than to employment. Given these 
results, we might wish to attempt a different polynomial shape. 
 
There is one issue that we have not addressed, and that is whether our weights are statistically significant. 
In the regular regression, we need only read the P value. Here, we can’t tell so easily. One might suspect 
that the weights are not statistically significant because some of the a-d’s are not statistically significant. 
In fact, we can’t assume that. The standard errors of the weights have to be calculated using a complex 
formula that depends on the variance/covariance matrix of the a-d’s. We won’t go into that calculation in 
this class. 
 
Finally, look carefully at the differences in results across the two methods. Clearly, the polynomial 
distributed lags did not fully replicate what we found via regression. In part, this is a reflection of what 
happens when one imposes “structure” – in other words, a set of assumptions – on the data. The more 
structure that is imposed on the data, the more likely one is losing some precision in estimation. However, 
using assumptions like polynomial distributed lags is sometimes the only way to find an estimate of a 
model if you have very few observations. 
 
Stata includes commands that will help automate the process we just used and can calculate the standard 
errors on the weights. 


